
Cross Agricultural Engineering is the result 

of generations of metal working skills 

within the Cross family. This heritage has 

provided a solid foundation for the design 

and manufacture of quality farm machin-

ery, with the constant help and 

co-operation with farmers and contractors.

All Cross machines are manufactured in a 

purpose built facility, which utilises the 

latest in manufacturing technology. 

The company provides all of its own 

research and development work in-house. 

Following this new machines are tested 

rigorously to assess their reliability and 

This literature is designed for worldwide circulation. Due to continuing policy of 
product improvement, we reserve the right to alter speci�cations and 
constructions without notice. As machines are exported to many di�erent 
countries, general information, pictures and descriptions are provided; these 
should be taken as approximate and may include optional equipment that is 
not part of the standard speci�cation. Please consult your local dealer/ 
distributor for further information. 
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Cross Agricultural Machinery – It’s the Obvious Choice 

Cross Beet Washing Machinery Range
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Newtown, Rathangan,
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With capacities from 20 tonnes per hour to 100 tonnes per hour
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Beet equipment

“It’s the Obvious Choice” 



Cross Beet Processing
Machinery Range
With capacities from 20 tonnes per hour to 100 tonnes per hour

The Cross Beet Machinery range is built to the highest standards by a team of dedicated engineers 
using quality materials and manufactured in the latest high-tech manufacturing facilities. Our beet 
de-stoners and washers can deliver class leading levels of performance, quality and reliability to 
exceed the expectations of the most demanding users. You can be assured of a quality beet sample 
for sugar processing, for fermentation in biomass operations or animal feeding as part of a total 
mixed ration, when you choose a machine from  the Cross beet processing range. Many machines in 
the Cross range can be seen in action on www.YouTube.com where their performance can be 
appreciated.
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Gazelle Beet Washer & Chopper
The Cross Gazelle Beet Washer was �rst designed for Armer Salmon who sold to all 
beet growers throughout Europe. It uses a combination of patented cleaning and 
chopping elements to ensure that you can deliver a quality clean sample of beet for 
any application. The Gazelle can be used for the dirtiest of beet crops to ensure 
clean and safe cattle feed.  With an output of 20T/H the Gazelle Washer & Chopper is 
sure to provide a clean sample at a steady output rate.

Hippo Beet Washer & Chopper
The Cross Hippo Beet Washer was also �rst designed for Armer Salmon .   The Hippo 
washer uses the same patented technology to ensure a clean sample is achieved. 
This machine has the option of washing whole or chopped beet with a hydraulic 
folding chopper. The Hippo has a pre-cleaning feature and therefore the water in 
the machine lasts longer.  The front elevator will allow to feed into any diet feeder.  
With an output of 60 -80T/H the Hippo Washer & Chopper is sure to provide a clean 

Rhino Beet Washer, De-Stoner & Chopper
The Cross Rhino Beet Washer was �rst designed for the biogas market and later 
spread into the sugar and fodder market.  The Rhino contains a patented stone 
sepration feature along with all the other features of the Hippo Previously 
mentioned. With an output of 60 - 80 T/H, this machine has the capabilities of  the 
hippo with the added feature of stone seperation. 

Cross Beet De-stoner and Washers
The Cross Washer and De-stoner range of beet processing machinery uses a combination of patented cleaning elements to ensure that you 
can deliver a quality clean and stone-free sample of beet for any application. The Cross Beet De-stoner and Washer range uses a unique 
water powered cyclone washing and cleaning system in combination with a tumbler cleaning cylinder to achieve consistent high quality 
beet for use in sugar processing, for the fermentation process used in biomass units and for feeding to livestock.
 
Each unit can be �tted with an optional hydraulic drive chopper unit at the end of the unloading conveyor. This attachment can be easily 
engaged, depending on changing farming needs.
 
All of the Cross Beet De-stoner and Washer machines have been developed in tough Irish conditions to remove stones of all shapes with 
the minimum use of water per tonne of beet washed and de-stoned. These quality machines have been proven to deliver quality and 
reliability on farms in Ireland, Germany and the UK.

Elephant Beet Washer, De-Stoner & Chopper
The Cross Elephant Beet Washer was �rst designed to increase the output and the 
transportation time ofthe Rhino.  The Elephant also contains a patented stone 
sepration feature. This machine has its own on board engine and is transported with 
an articulated tractor unit. This means there is no need for any tractors to drive the 
machine.  With an output of 80- 100 T/H, this machine has the capabilities of  the 
Rhino with more output and less road transport time.

Other Beet Processing Machinery
Cross Agricultural Engineering also do a range of other beet processing machinery for all purposes. The range includes; Cleaner 
Loaders, Stationary Beet Choppers and Cross (Armer Salmon) Beet Harvesters. 
All of these machines can be seen on the Cross website or you can ask one of the Cross representatives for a brochure detailing these 
machines.

Cross Agricultural Engineering - Beet Washer - De-stoner Speci�cations

Output Washing 20 tonnes per hour 80 tonnes/hour 80 tonnes/hour

Output Washing & Chopping 20 tonnes per hour 60 tonnes/hour 60 tonnes/hour

Water Requirement Litres 
(Gallons)

4,560 Litres
(1000 Gals.)

10,488 Litres
 (2300 Gals.)

14,592 Litres
( 3200 Gals.)

Power Requirement 35hp 120hp 120hp

Engine Drive Not Available Optional Optional

Hopper Capacity 3,000kg3,000kg1,000kg

De-stoner Not available Not available Standard

Chopper Optional or Standard Optional Optional Optional

Overall Working Length 14.6 metres13 metres5.41 metres

Overall Width 1.95 metres 2.6 metres 2.6 metres

Unladen Weight 1,750kg 9,760kg 13,500kg

Transport Length 4.75 metres 10.95 metres 13.1 metres

Model  Rhino

100 tonnes/hour

80 tonnes/hour

14,592 Litres
 (3200 Gals.)

Own Engine

Standard

3,000kg

Standard

Optional

16 metres

2.6 metres

17,500kg

13.9 metres

ElephantHippoGazelle


